Part I Vocabulary  (40%)

1. Vodafone buys telecommunications _____ from other companies.
   (A) costume  (B) weapon  (C) supplier  (D) equipment

2. On average, I work _____ 50 hours a week.
   (A) approximately  (B) approximate  (C) approximated  (D) approximating

3. I’d like something to drink, Could you get me some ____________?
   (A) juice  (B) bread  (C) salt  (D) rice

4. The UK market is ________ and the company is recruiting new staff, at a fast rate.
   (A) employing  (B) expanding  (C) exploring  (D) than

5. The company regularly _____ sports, such as horse racing.
   (A) deals  (B) sponsors  (C) develops  (D) expands

6. Jaguar is one of Britain’s oldest car _____.
   (A) manufacturer  (B) branch  (C) headquarter  (D) manufacturers

7. Most cars are for _______. Over 60 percent of orders come from the USA.
   (A) export  (B) expert  (C) supply  (D) update

8. A _____ of 2,000 people work at this factory.
   (A) worth  (B) portion  (C) total  (D) amount
9. In 1935, an exciting new model _____ the SS Jaguar. This car was able to reach 100 miles per hour.
   (A) managed
   (B) appeared
   (C) exhibited
   (D) directed

10. A: Kelly, you look really different.
    B: ____________________________.
        (A) Yes, I got one last week.
        (B) I know. I lost some weight.
        (C) That’s right. I did, too.
        (D) So do I.

Part II   Grammar (30%)
1. The boss didn’t object _____ having a party at the end of the year.
   (A) for   (B) to   (C) of   (D) about

2. Clair chose _____ the new position to Rachel.
   (A) giving   (B) offered   (C) offering   (D) to offer

3. Now Eric eats meat but he _____ a vegetarian.
   (A) used to   (B) used to be   (C) is used to   (D) is used to be

4. The dress doesn’t cost quite as _____ as the shoes.
   (A) lot   (B) good   (C) much   (D) long

5. If they see Emily next Monday, they _____ her home.
   (A) will drive   (B) drive   (C) drove   (D) are driving

6. Brian invited Emily to see a comedy. However, Emily _____ stay home.
   (A) rather
   (B) would prefer
   (C) prefer
   (D) would rather
7. Henry is _____ by the Mexican muralist Diego Rivera’s art. Their paintings often have the same themes.
   (A) invited  
   (B) influenced  
   (C) moved  
   (D) interested

8. Issey Miyake is my favorite Japanese designer. His fashions are so _____.
   (A) contemporary  
   (B) ugly  
   (C) convertible  
   (D) compact

9. Emma Just had a _____ surgery to improve her appearance. She had a face-lift.
   (A) cosm  
   (B) cosmetics  
   (C) cosmetic  
   (D) cosmos

10. Richard has four _____, one brother and three sisters.
    (A) pets  (B) siblings  (C) sickly  (D) classmates

**Part III Reading**
**Questions 1-3**

In April of last year, Frank, Judy, Lily and Ivy took a trip to Egypt to see the pyramids. Ivy traveled to Cairo for a business trip. They spent a wonderful one week there. One of the high points of their vacation was a visit to the Sphinx and the pyramids. Their tour guide, Mike, was especially friendly. He was able to tell them a lot of interesting stories. They stayed in a wonderful five-star hotel, Sheraton Cairo Hotel, in Cairo. The hotel had a great restaurant, and the waitresses and waiters were all very nice and helpful.

1. Whose tour guide was friendly?
   (A) Richard  (B) Frank  (C) Nick  (D) Joyce
2. Who stayed at Sheraton Cairo Hotel?
   (A) Peter  (B) Lily  (C) Judy  (D) Tina

3. Who went to Egypt on a business trip?
   (A) Ivy  (B) Frank  (C) Lily  (D) Joyce

Questions 4-5

William Smith worked as a taxi driver for almost thirty years. The taxi company is Capital Taxi in Taunton, England. He drove his taxi six days a week from 1:00 to 6:00 in the morning. He took a lot of business people home after work.

Taunton is a small city and there were traffic jams every evening. Traffic was always the worst from 4:50 PM until about 6:00 PM. However, it didn’t bother him because he worked at midnight.

Most passengers were nice and friendly. William liked to show tourists the beautiful town. His taxi was clean and he often tried to be polite. He also helped people with their bags. The trip to the school accommodation was usually his highest fare. Most passengers tipped him 10%. Sometimes they just said, “Keep the change.” His largest tip ever was 10 pounds. He liked his job and made a comfortable living. He doesn’t drive a taxi anymore. He is retired now. So he has lots of free time to do gardening.

4. What did this man do?
   (A) He was a truck driver.  (B) He drove a taxi.
   (C) He was a pilot.  (D) He was a bus driver.

5. Where did this work?
   (A) Canada  (B) Spain  (C) Germany  (D) UK
解答
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